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Momentum

Features
• Finest materials offer absolute listening comfort matched with a luxurious look and feel.
• Metal construction of headband underlines the premium quality and minimalistic styling.
• To ensure that the headphones are ready for use at any time, they have been optimized for
connection to an iPad, iPhone, or iPod*.
• A cable equipped with an integrated smart remote and microphone is included. This can be
used not only to regulate volume and select tracks, but also to take phone calls and activate
the voice control feature.

* iPhone, iPod and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries.

Stainless steel.

We chose high-precision
stainless steel for the headband construction of
the MOMENTUM with good reason. This high-grade,
robust material underscores the headphones’
modern, minimalist design. It is also extremely
strong and corrosion-resistant, and doesn’t get
stained by water. These properties make it highly
resistant to different environments. Therefore
the MOMENTUM is built to last.

Breathable leather.

Pure, uncompromising sound ...

... for urban, mobile life.

If you don’t compromise in life, then why should
you compromise on sound? Sennheiser’s
MOMENTUM is the perfect musical companion
to a mobile, urban lifestyle, because it is as
clear and striking as its wearer. Perhaps that’s
not so surprising, since we were able to leverage on 65 years of audio experience when we
developed these unique headphones – and
incorporate countless pioneering innovations,
such as the dynamic one-way transducer.

Moving through fashionable parts of town?
Taking the bus to work? Sitting in an airport
lounge? The MOMENTUM is always the perfect
accessory for demanding ubarnistas. It unites
Sennheiser’s pure, precise sound with a pure,
minimalist design. Its exquisitely modest
form and smooth metal of the headband are
reminiscent of the simple elegance in modern
architecture. The supremely soft, supple leather

The result is a distinctive combination of the
finest workmanship, exceptional materials, such
as high-quality, supple leather and elegant
stainless steel, modern high-end technology,
and perfect construction down to the finest
detail. The MOMENTUM makes every note and
every beat an unforgettable experience –
whether at home, on the street, or during your
daily commute.

of the ear cups gives the headphones a luxurious look while making them exceptionally
comfortable to wear. Its high-performance
transducer system, which incorporates neodymium magnets, guarantees a detailed, fullbodied stereo sound. In addition, fully enclosed
ear cups screen out the noise of the city.
Enjoy the incomparable sound that MOMENTUM
provides – sound that will suit your lifestyle.

Breathable leather
has been used on the MOMENTUM’s headband
to ensure the best possible levels of comfort and
grip. Originally used for manufacturing protective clothing, it is prepared using a special tanning
process, making it extraordinarily rugged and
tear-resistant, as well as slow to wear out. This
premium-quality material is also comfortable,
air-permeable, and water-repellant – even against
rain and sweat.

The MOMENTUM is available in black and brown.

Soft, supple leather. The soft, supple
leather used on the ear cups makes the MOMENTUM
supremely comfortable to wear and bestows
a touch of luxury. It is extremely easy to look after
and simple to clean – aside from being very lightweight, tough, long-lasting and naturally elastic.
Their other benefits include better grip on
contact surface, which means the MOMENTUM sits
firmly and snugly in position when you move
around.

